translation (n.)

1. the act of uniform movement
2. the act of changing in form or shape or appearance "a photograph is a translation of a scene onto a two-dimensional surface"
3. rewording something in less technical terminology
4. a written communication in a second language having the same meaning as the written communication in a first language
5. a uniform movement without rotation
6. (genetics) the process whereby genetic information coded in messenger RNA directs the formation of a specific protein at a ribosome in the cytoplasm
7. (mathematics) a transformation in which the origin of the coordinate system is moved to another position but the direction of each axis remains the same

Merriam Webster

Translation , n.
1. The act of translating, removing, or transferring; removal; also, the state of being translated or removed; as, the translation of Enoch; the translation of a bishop.
2. The act of rendering into another language; interpretation; as, the translation of idioms is difficult.
3. That which is obtained by translating something a version; as, a translation of the Scriptures.
4. (Rhet.) A transfer of meaning in a word or phrase, a metaphor; a translation. [Obs.] B. Jonson.
5. (Metaph.) Transfer of meaning by association; association of ideas. A. Tucker.
6. (Kinematics) Motion in which all the points of the moving body have at any instant the same velocity and direction of motion; -- opposed to rotation.
dictionnaire analogique

action de (ou fait d'être) (fr) [Classe...]
traduire une langue (fr) [Classe]
(translator) [Thème]
traduction d'une langue (fr) [Classe]
traduire, translater (fr) [Nominalisation]
translation (n.)

motion; movement; move; action [ClasseHyper]
factotum [Domaine]

Translocation [Domaine]

- change [Hyper.]
- go, go along, locomote, move, travel - displace, move - move, move house - motional, motor, motoric - displacement, translation [Dérivé]
- natural philosophy, physics [Domaine]
  - action, motion, move, movement [Hyper.]
- translate [Dérivé]

  translation (n.) ↓

modify; transform; transmute; transubstantiate; remodel [ClasseHyper.]

factotum [Domaine]

Process [Domaine]

- change - alter, change, modify [Hyper.]
- transformation, translation - transmutation, transubstitution [Dérivé]

  factotum [Domaine]

  Process [Domaine]

- change of integrity [Hyper.]

  modify, remodel, transform, transmute, transubstantiate - translate [Dérivé]

  translation (n.) ↓

eclaircissement du sens de qqch (fr) [Classe]

text [termes liés]

- recasting, rephrasing, rewording [Hyper.]
- paraphrase, rephrase, reword - paraphrastic [Dérivé]

  paraphrase, paraphrasis [Hyper.]

  translation (n.) ↓

action de (ou fait d'être) (fr) [Classe...]

devoir ou exercice scolaire (fr) [Classe]

text [Classe]

(Translator) [Thème]

factotum [Domaine]

Text [Domaine]

linguistics [Domaine]

Translating [Domaine]

- record - piece of writing, writing, written material - go over, ingeminate, iterate, reiterate, repeat, restate, retell, run over, say after, say again - be [Hyper.]
- document - documental, documentary - crib, interlingual rendition, rendering, translation, version - interpreter, interpretive program - dragoman, interpreter, translator - transcriber, translator [Dérivé]

  translate - interpret, render, translate [Domaine]

  traduction d'une langue (fr) [Classe]

  devoir ou exercice scolaire écrit (fr) [Classe]

  factotum [Domaine]

  Text [Domaine]

  written account, written record - document, papers, written document [Hyper.]

  interpret, render, translate - překládat se (cs) [Dérivé]

  translation (n.) ↓

factotum [Domaine]

Motion [Domaine]

- motion, movement - displace, move [Hyper.]

- go, go along, locomote, move, travel - travel - translation [Dérivé]

  geometry [Domaine]

- change of location, travel [Hyper.]

- translate [Dérivé]

  translation (n.) ↓

high technology; high-tech; hi-tech; high tech [ClasseParExt.]

genetics; genetic science [ClasseHyper.]

(gene; cistron; factor), (nuclein) [termes liés]

biology [Domaine]

FieldOfStudy [Domaine]

- physical process, process - action, activity, natural action, natural process - ascertain, determine, find, find out - biological science, biology [Hyper.]

translation - geneticist - genetic, genetical [Dérivé]

- genetics, genetic science [Domaine]

- biological process, organic process [Hyper.]

- translate [Dérivé]